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Crocodiles and Hippos 
Crocodiles and hippopotamuses live in the same place, but crocodiles 

usually stay away from hippos. Hippos can be very mean, and one bite from 
a hippo can kill a crocodile. Sometimes, though, hippos will lick the 

croc’s tail. Maybe they like the salty taste!



The Thomson’s Gazelle 
Thomson gazelles are picky eaters.  They only eat the tender parts of 

new grasses.  As the Thomson gazelles move on, they are followed by wildebeests and 
zebras, which love to eat the older grasses.



The Honey Badger & Honey Guide 
The honey badger’s best friend is a bird known as the “honey guide.” The honey 

guide is good at finding beehives. It then leads the badger to the hive. 
The badger breaks open the hive, and both the bird and the 

badger eat the honey and beeswax.



Wildebeests and Zebras 
Wildebeests and zebras frequently eat together. Zebras have great eyes and ears, 

and can warn the wildebeests of danger. But most predators like to 
eat wildebeests more than zebras. So if a predator attacks, the zebra can 

get away easily while the predator chases the wildebeest.



Lions and Hyenas
A niche is the special role played by each species. Some animals have similar niches 

which causes them to fight, such as Lions and hyenas. Sometimes there are even lion and 
hyena “wars.” Luckily there is usually enough food in Africa for both lions and hyenas.



The Hippo
Hippos spend about 18 hours of the day in the water, and when they come out it’s 

becaues they want to EAT. Hippos can eat up to 90 pounds of grass in a single day! That 
sounds like a lot, but hippos often weigh as much as 10,000 pounds!



The Leopard
After making a kill, leopards protect their food from scavengers by dragging 

their prey into a tree. As strange as it may sound, leopards are actually helping 
the animals when they hunt. They usually only hunt the hurt or sick animals, so 

the ones that are left are healthy and strong.



The Giant Forest Hog
Giant forest hogs will do anything for food. They use their tusks and heads to 

attack other animals, including rhinos, that might eat their food!



The Bongo
Bongos aren’t very fast runners, so they spend most of their lives hiding in the 

forest. Sometimes bongos have bald spots on their backs because they like to run 
with their heads up, which makes their horns rub against their fur.



Baboons
Baboons live in large groups. The entire family eats, sleeps, “talks”, and moves 

together. They also spend a lot of the day checking each other for parasites and 
bugs. Gross! But that’s actually how baboons form friendships.



The Sitatunga
Sitatungas are aquatic members of the antelope family. That means they 
love water. When they think a predator is coming, they will hide under the 

water with only their nose sticking out and they can stay that way for hours. 
Sometimes they even fall asleep under the water!



Hyenas
Hyenas hunt in packs. And since females are usually bigger than males, 

females are often in charge of the pack. Hyenas eat really fast. A pack can 
eat a wildebeest in about fifteen minutes! They even eat the bones. They have 

to eat fast because lions will often try to steal their food.


